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Enduring Authoritarianism
MiddleEastLessonsfor Comparative
Theory
Marsha Pripstein Posusney

During the 1950s and 1960s the countries that comprise the Middle East were very
much a part of the scholarly study of developing countries.1Egypt, Syria, and Iraq
were typical case studies in the debates on the causes and consequences of military
coups that then dominatedthe field.2 Middle East cases also figured prominentlyin
studies of modernization.3With Egyptian leader Gamal 'Abd al-Nasir'sparticipation
in founding the Non-Aligned Movement and then the Algerian revolution of 1962,
the region's Arab countries were also included in early studies of nationalism and
postcolonial state building.4
Beginning in the 1980s, however,and increasinglyevident since the 1990s, scholarly work on the Middle East has been marginalizedwithin the study of developing
countriesand, even more, in the broaderfield of comparativepolitics.5 This marginalization is associated with the third wave of democratization that began, among
developing countries,in LatinAmerica in the 1970s and spreadto otherThirdWorld
regions and, in the 1990s, to eastern Europe. The Middle East, however, was not
caught in the wave; only in Turkeyand Lebanon was authoritarianismfollowed by
contested elections that, despite constraints, resulted in a circulation of elites.6
Elsewherein the region, political liberalizationsbegun in a numberof countrieshave
stalled, if not been reversed; no authoritarianexecutive has been removed from
office throughcompetitive elections. Thus, as comparativistsincreasingly developed
theories linking the democratizing developing countries with their postsocialist
counterparts,Middle East scholars were left out.7 Middle Eastern cases are almost
completely absent from the most importantworks on political transitions,8including
those that explicitly focus on the developing world.9
Similarly,and despitethe implementationof IMF andWorldBank structuraladjustment programsin numerous,especially oil-poor,countriesof the region, economic liberalizationin the MiddleEast has not gone as far as in many otherregions, and Middle
Eastern cases have been largely omitted from studies of the politics of economic
reform.10While Middle Easternspecialistshave worked on these issues, their articles
have tended to be publishedonly in journals that specialize on the Middle East, and
theirbooks appearto be largelyunknownexceptamong otherMiddleEast scholars."
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This special issue is the outgrowthof a series of workshopsentitled "Bringingthe
Middle East Back In...to the Study of Political and Economic Reform."12Its organizers, along with the other authors featured here, share a belief that comparativists
should value more highly the study of politics in authoritariancountries,which today
still encompass nearlyhalf of the world'spopulation.In addition,the developmentof
knowledge is inhibitedwhen studies of economic and political transitionsfocus only
on successful cases. By selecting on the dependentvariable,scholars can not be certain of the explanatorypower of the independentvariables they investigate.13This
last point is especially salient in the study of political reform, since numerouscountries once hailed as democratizersin studies of transitions, such as Peru, Ecuador,
and Thailand,are now assigned more equivocal labels.14
The articles in this issue focus in particularon the "democracylag" in the Middle
East.15 They include single country case studies, small-n comparisons,and sweeping regional overviews, but all are distinguished by their applicationof broad comparativetheory to Middle Easterncases. By bringingthe Middle East back in to the
study of political reform and transitions,the authorsdemonstratethat the inclusion
of contrastingcases can contributerichly to theoreticalexplanationsof both the factors that encourage democratization and the resiliency of many authoritarian
regimes.
The Study of Stubborn Authoritarianism
Arguments on democratizationcan generally be divided into two categories:those
that focus on the necessary economic, cultural,or institutionalprerequisitesfor transitions from authoritarianism,and those that see democratizationas a contingent
choice of regime and opposition actors that can occur in a variety of socioeconomic
and cultural conditions.16The articles in this issue advance importantpropositions
that fall within both schools of thought. However,their common threadand arguably
most importantcontributionare to highlight the importanceof various institutional
arrangementsfor choices made by political activists and elites that serve to perpetuate authoritarianrule. Thus, they contributesignificantly in bridgingthe gap between
these two camps.
Prerequisites of Democratization?
Many studies purporting to explain the
in
the
East
Middle
have
fallen into the prerequisite category.
"democracy gap"
Within this category, cultural analyses have vied with economic-structuralarguments. The authorshere in some cases reject and in some ways amplify and elaborate on these prior approaches.They also identify new structuralvariables,in particular emphasizingheretoforeneglected political-institutionalfactors.
The prevailing cultural theory for the persistence of authoritarianism in the
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Middle East, often labeled, following the influential work of EdwardSaid, "orientalist," posits an intrinsic incompatibility between democratic values and the Islamic
religion that dominates the region.17 Early versions of this argumentattributedthis
immiscibility to the conflation of political and spiritual leadership in the early days
of the Arab/Islamic empire, purportedlyprecluding an acceptance by Muslims of
secular political authority and subordinating civil society to the state. In what
Sadowski labeled as a contradictory,"neo-orientalist"approach,however, Islam is
said to foster weak states that can never achieve the concentrationof power necessary for its subsequentdispersion.18
The Iranianrevolution and the spread of Islamist movements seeking, some by
violent means, to capturepolitical power and impose Islamic law (shari'a) have lent
popularcredence to orientalistarguments.However,CarrieRosefsky Wickhamnotes
the possibility of political Islamic groups' moderatingtheir long-term platforms in a
direction that embraces certain democratic values, though not necessarily a secular
frameworkbased on a separationof religion and state. She traces the developmentof
the Wasat(or middle) movement in Egypt, a group of middle generation former
members of that country's Muslim Brotherhood (Ikhwan). In the mid 1990s the
WasatiIslamists split from the Ikhwan in an effort to establish a separate political
party whose platform "appropriatedideas such as pluralism, citizenship rights, and
the empowerment of civil society and attempted to incorporate them within an
Islamic political framework."Comparingthis shift to the moderationof radical leftist parties in Europe during the nineteeth and twentieth centuries and in Latin
America duringthe 1970s and 1980s, Wickham attributesit both to strategic adaptation and to the political learning driven by the experience the aspirant party's
founders gained as Ikhwanis in leading student organizationsand later professional
syndicates. Her work suggests that the institutional configurations of authoritarian
regimes create openings for different types of participationand that these openings
in turnhave differenteffects on Islamist goals and behavior.
Eva Bellin forthrightlyrepudiatesorientalist approaches.Questioning the prerequisites approachmore broadly, she notes with regard to religion that "other world
cultures, notably Catholicism and Confucianism, have at different times been
accused of incompatibilitywith democracy."Nevertheless, "these endowments have
not prevented countries in Latin America, southern Europe, or East Asia from
embracingtransition."Instead of focusing on the absence of culturalor other prerequisites for democraticinitiatives, Bellin emphasizes the presence of institutionaland
conjunctural factors that foster robust authoritarian regimes, in particular by
strengthening their coercive apparatuses.The remaining articles likewise look to
nonculturalfactors to explain the enduranceof authoritarianismin the Middle East.
An alternativeexplanation, sometimes advanced explicitly as a challenge to the
cultural arguments, focuses on the particularnature of Middle Eastern economies.
Many countries in the region, particularlythose in or adjacentto the Arabianpenin129
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sula, derive a substantialincome from hydrocarbonexports; their poorer neighbors
are linked to the oil economy throughtheir reliance on labor migrationand resulting
remittances,direct aid from the Gulf countries, and/ortransit-associatedearnings.19
The rentier state theory argues that this access to a nonproductivesource of income
makes Middle Easternregimes less relianton extractionof wealth fromtheirpopulations to finance the state. If opposition to arbitrarytaxation was the engine behind
democratization in the West, then the lack of an onerous tax burden on Middle
Eastern populations can account for the presumed failure of citizens of these countries to seek greaterparticipationin government.20
This argumenthas been challenged by John Waterbury,who finds that extraction
policies in the region do not differ substantially from those in other developing
areas.21Nevertheless, the empirical evidence in supportof some rentierstate effect
is compelling. While priorto the 1980s the region was characterizedoverwhelmingly
by single party states and party-less monarchies, a number of countries has in the
past two decades experienceda pluralizingtrend.22Todaycontested,albeit to various
degrees controlled, elections are held in Iran, Turkey, Bahrain, Kuwait, Yemen,
Lebanon, Jordan,Egypt, Algeria, Tunisia,Morocco, and (when permittedby Israel)
the PalestinianAuthority.23This list includes almost all of the region's oil-poorcountries.24But, with the exception of Kuwait, whose political opening can be linked to
unusual internationalpressuresafter the first Gulf War,it excludes all of the wealthiest hydrocarbonexporters.25This patternstrongly suggests some causal link between
rentier income and political pluralization, even if democratization is neither the
intendednor ultimate outcome.26
Ellen Lust-Okar'sarticle examines aspects of the relationshipbetween economic
crisis and political reform movements in two of these pluralizingmonarchies,Jordan
and Morocco. Her work presupposes that economic crisis will generate opposition
activity and that oppositional elites will exploit populareconomic discontentto seek
political advantage.How sustainedsuch movementswill be, however,will be a function of the "political environments"created by the incumbent ruler. In particular,
mobilization will be more sustained when opposition parties are uniformly either
given access to or denied opportunities for formal political participation - an
"undividedenvironment"- as opposed to when the opposition is divided between
those who are formally recognized and excluded movements. Lust-Okar'sapproach
implicitly suggests that the absence of political reformmovements in the region may
be attributableto the absence of economic crisis.
Why mobilizations linked to economic crises did not produce more extensive
political reforms in either of Lust-Okar'scases or in the other oil-poor, pluralized
countries remains an area for furtherresearch. Bellin points to relatively low levels
of political mobilization as a factor contributingto the cohesion of the state's coercive apparatus.She draws on studies of the rentierstate, however,to explain,not the
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absence of mobilization, but ratherthe ability of authoritarianelites to finance their
repressiveregimes. Fiscal health is essential in rewardingthe personnel of the state's
coercive apparatus,and the Middle East is distinguished by the comparativelyhigh
proportionof governmentexpendituresdevoted to security forces. Her fiscal health
variablethus does not speak to why some states in the region have expanded opportunities for partisan competition while others have not. However, because stable
funding of the coercive apparatusappearsto characterizeeven those states that have
faced severe foreign exchange shortages and implemented economic reforms, it can
help explain why the political openings in the region have not gone further.
The Importance of Institutions
In "The End of the Transition Paradigm,"
Thomas Carotherscalls for renewed attentionto the role played by political institutions in reforming authoritarian countries.27The articles in this issue oblige by
demonstratinghow political structurescan help or hinder the initiation of pluralist
politics. Institutionsare also invoked to explain why such political openings in the
Middle East have not evolved into genuine transitions. Several authorsparticularly
spotlight the importanceof political parties and the rules that govern elections in the
pluralized countries.The structuresof civil society/state and military/staterelations
are also highlighted.
Implicitly using a historical-institutionalist approach, Michele Penner Angrist
seeks to explain why competitive party politics appearto have taken firmer root in
Turkeythan elsewhere in the region, as well as to account for variationsin the forms
of authoritarianism.She argues that the demise or departureof imperial power is a
critical juncture at which "the nature of the indigenous party system significantly
affected the types of political regimes that emerged."In countrieswith a single dominant party at the time of independence,one party states developed. "Single, preponderantparties did not render authoritarianisminevitable,"she argues, "but enabled
nondemocratically inclined elites quickly and effectively to build authoritarian
regimes because they faced no rival actors and [because single parties] are effective
political tools." Where there were multiple parties, two other aspects of party systems come into play: the degree of polarization and, in an importantnew variable
Angrist introduces, mobilizational asymmetry. Bridging over to the contingency
school, Angrist sees these factors as affecting the strategic calculations of elites
towardthe likely outcome of partisanelectoral competition.
Angrist's party system variables point to the importance of the rules governing
electoral competition.28Electoral institutions also figure in Wickham's and LustOkar's analyses, and both, from different angles, find that the presence of limited
contestationhas the effect of moderatingsome challengers to the incumbentregime.
Lust-Okarsees the divided environment-where some parties are granted limited
opportunities to participate in elections while others are excluded-as producing
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moderation among the included parties, who fear that an alliance with excluded
groups could force the regime to punish the moderates by furtherconstrictingtheir
avenues for participation. Similarly, in tracing the strategic thinking of the Wasati
Islamists, Wickham sees the opportunities for formal partisan participationas an
inducementto the WasatiIslamists to become moderate.29Thus, she shows how the
divided environmentLusk-Okardescribes can have a moderatingeffect on excluded
groups.30
Parties-in this case the weakness of opposition parties in the multipartyArab
countries-also figure prominently in the article by Vickie Langohr. Noting that
many of the recent studies of transitionshighlight the role of civil society organizations in mobilizing dissent against repressive regimes, she observes that the Arab
political openings witnessed the same proliferationof human rights, women's, environmental, and other advocacy groups as in Latin America, eastern Europe, and
other democratizingregions. Practitionersand aid officials singled out these groups
as the most propitious to steer democratizationforward.But while studies of civil
society have tended to assign nongovernmentalorganizationsand parties different
roles in the democratizationprocess, assuming that they drawon differentreservoirs
of support, Langohr proposes that both be seen as part of a larger "topographyof
opposition"in which opposition activists choose the organizationalform that seems
to presentthe best opportunityfor effective political expression.
Nonruling parties in multipartyArab countrieshave been weak vehicles for opposition because of governmentrepression, severe financial constraints,and a marked
tendency for excluded elites to run, where possible, as independents,ratherthanjoin
parties. Nongovernmental organizations, by contrast, have faced more permissive
organizing environmentsand have been able to attractsignificant funding from foreign donors, helping them to become the key vehicles of opposition in the multiparty
Arab countries. But the choice to oppose these regimes through nongovernmental
organizations ratherthan parties has negative ramifications for Arab democratization, as their single issue focus and dependence on foreign funding render them
unable to mobilize and maintain widespread support. Thus, following Carothers,
Langohrargues that "it is time for scholarly and policy analysis of democratization
in the region to focus less on the role of nongovernmentalorganizationsand more on
the importanceof developing viable political parties."31
A lack of democracywithin the oppositional associations also contributedto their
defeat. This lack of democracy is a challenge to studies that posit nongovernmental
organizationsas traininggrounds for the tolerance and civility needed to sustainpartisan democratic practices. However, their single issue focus (as encouraged by
donors) may have inhibitedthis development, and other types of organizationsmay
be better able to play such a role. As Wickham shows, the activities of the Muslim
Brotherhood in Egypt within student organizations and professional syndicates132
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that is, functional rather than promotional groups-contributed to their political
learningof greatertolerancefor diversepoints of view.
Finally,Bellin emphasizesthe structureof relations between incumbentrulersand
the military. She draws a contrast between an institutionalized military, in which
entry and promotionstandardsare rational,and a militarybased on primordialties to
executive authority.In the former, in which the military also has a greater sense of
national purpose, officers are more likely to reject roles in government or as the
guarantorsof internal security.In most countries in the Middle East, however,patrimonial militariesare the norm.
The Role of Human Agency Human agency occupies pride of place in the transitions paradigmof many recent studies of democratization.Inspiredby the early article by Dankwart A. Rustow, contingency approaches stress that democracy will
emerge when incumbentauthoritarians,as well as challengers who may themselves
have antidemocraticleanings, come to see the uncertaintyassociated with free and
fair electoral competition as the best option among other alternatives.Thus, the contingency school emphasizes the strategicchoices made by political elites, a category
understoodto include not only incumbentrulersbut also opposition activists.32
Each of the authorsin this issue incorporatesan agency perspective in her analysis. For Bellin, the crucial actors are incumbent rulers and the security personnel.
She observes that the robustness of authoritarianismrequires not only the regime's
capacity but also its will to repress opposition and posits several factors affecting
that propensity.Where the ruling regime came to power througha coup (as in Egypt,
Syria, Iraq, Algeria, and, at times, Turkey), military institutionalization influences
officers' calculations about the potentialrisks of a returnto the barracks.High levels
of institutionalizationfoster the development of softliners who believe that the military's effectiveness and cohesion are compromised by holding the reins of power.
But under patrimonialism (which can characterize monarchies as well as military
regimes) officers have reason to fear that their positions would be jeopardized by
political reforms.
Incumbent leaders and their security elites also make calculations about the
potential costs of suppressingdissident movements. Here is where, Bellin argues, the
region's relatively low levels of political mobilization come into play. When large
throngs do not protest in the streets, the political costs of repressing dissent are
lower. It is significant in this regard that the final stages of the Iranian revolution
were bloodless; when millions were marching against the shah, the army refused to
fire on them.
For Angrist, party systems form the backdropto the choices made by opposition
elites and incumbentsin those countries that had two or more viable parties at independence. Sharp differences in the platforms of political parties discourage democratizationbecause they increase the costs to elites of an electoral loss to a rival party.
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But even with relatively low levels of political polarization,mobilizationalasymmetry can impede the opening or expansion of an electoral arenabecause elites of the
weaker parties will feel they are not facing a level playing field. Thus, Angrist
argues that, despite the presence of partisan contestation in numerous countries in
the region as they emerged from the colonial era, competitive politics survived
(albeit with occasional setbacks) only in Turkeybecause it enjoyed a uniquelyfavorable party system that facilitatedelite willingness to risk losses at the ballot box.
The remaining articles focus on the strategic calculations of political activists in
opposition to the incumbent regime. Lust-Okar,like Angrist, spotlights decisions
made by party leaders, but, while presuming the existence of multiple parties with
an array of ideological platforms, she models party leaders' choices as more constrained,since the power to expand or constrictpartisancompetitionrests solely with
ruling executives not subject to popular recall. In this environment,she holds that
opposition elites will be more likely to mobilize jointly for political reform when
they are all uniformly either grantedor denied access to limited legislative participation; in a divided political environmentthe included parties will forfeit the potential
mobilizational gains of coalitions with excluded groups, fearing that they will be
punishedby the regime with exclusion themselves.
Langohr and Wickham also spotlight the strategies of opposition activists, but
their emphasis is on associational groups. Wickham attributedthe greaterwillingness of the Wasatparty activists to accept pluralistpolitics in part to strategicchoices, given the partialexclusion of the Muslim Brotherhoodfrom partisancompetition
and the mobilizational and representational advantages it confers. For Langohr,
political entrepreneursmust choose whether to concentratetheir energies on parties
or nongovernmentalorganizations.In both Tunisiaand Egypt activists turnedto nongovernmentalorganizationspartlyas a response to donor initiatives,but also because
of numerous weaknesses associated with the existing opposition parties. For different reasons, independent Palestinian forces also channeled their talents into civic
associations. In all three cases, these choices contributedto competitionof multiple
nongovernmentalorganizations, while impeding the internal reforms in opposition
parties necessary to transformthem into viable contendersfor political power.
Finally, it is importantto note internationalfactors. Foreign donor funds and the
encouragement of nongovernmental organizations by international agencies convinced by civil society theory that they are the critical agents of democratizationin
authoritariansocieties play a key role in shaping activists' choices in Langohr's
analysis. Bellin, citing several different western strategic concerns, posits continued
internationalsupportfor existing regimes as one of the four advantagesthat Middle
East authoritarianrulers enjoy relative to their present and former counterpartselsewhere. What have been labeled "strategicrents,"in the form of foreign military aid,
also contributeto the fiscal health of some countries'security apparatuses.
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Conclusions
Taken together, these articles leave little cause for optimism that authoritarian
regimes in the Middle East will begin transitions to democracy in the near future.
Their incumbentexecutives enjoy a number of advantagescomparedto their former
counterpartselsewhere in the world, including loyal and well-funded security agencies and, for most (including during the late 1970s and 1980s Saddam Hussein's
Iraq), the benefits of western support. At the same time, the institutions serving
regime challengersare weak. Oppositionparties are highly constrainedand typically
nondemocraticthemselves; promotional groups are fragmentedand structurallyillsuited to mount broad campaigns for political reform; and professional associations,
even if they serve as incubators for tolerance and pluralist values, are underdeveloped throughoutthe region. Thus, strong popular mobilizations against incumbent
rulers are infrequentand readily suppressed.
The study of resilient authoritarianismis normatively imperative for a discipline
that has largely turnedits back on this region and on other stubbornlynondemocratic
countries. The articles in this issue demonstratethat the study of authoritarianism
can be both empirically rich and theoretically fruitful. Several useful directions for
futurecomparativework are indicatedhere. Otherscan and must emerge.
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